Abstract-This study investigates usability and effectiveness in shape and shape-color Geometric Shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA. The purpose of this study is to compare the amount of samples, sex and human generations on usability and effectiveness of the developed Geometric Shape Patternbase CAPTCHA. There are 400 participants who approaching this study on the internet. The findings suggest that usability shown in percentage of success, both shape and shape-color Pattern-base CAPTCHA show highest percentage of success at 95.83% and 95.64% respectively. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the amount of time spent for finding the correct answer relates to the amount of sample of series. In addition, differences for sex reveal that both female and male can solve two types of CAPTCHA similarly. However, differences for human generations suggest that Baby Boomer I spends 4.63 to 7.38 seconds less to solve the problem of Pattern-base CAPTCHA. Moreover, in color-shape pattern, they spend 3.88 to 6.72 seconds less.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of CAPTCHA is firstly, to automate Public Turning Test in order to separate computers and human being apart such as their names and roles. This can be done by using a challenge-response test. It is used in computing to determine whether the user is human or not. [1] Second main purpose of CAPTCHA is it is the first protector that guards the front gate of the computer's screen. It will decide who is allowed to pass the gate.
These purposes are most important roles of CAPTCHA. That is because for example, if the guard of the house is frigid, unfriendly, cruel and cannot be able to communicate effectively; the guest will get angry or would like to stop contacting to the house-owner. Thus, the house-owner cannot access to what they want such as news, information, and he may not be able to contact to the others. On the other hand, if the guard of your house is ineffective, credulous and unable to screen everyone who want to access the house's gate; the house will be full of unscreened people. As the result of that, the house-owner will be put in danger. Furthermore, CAPTCHA is highly effective for being a good protector for your computer. It can be accessed easily for real human. It is also can be used by multinational people. Although CAPTCHA is easy to use, it can be easy only for real human. CAPTCHA is hard to access for computer bots duplicating or disguising as a real human to access into computer's important database. Recently, programmers develop many kinds of CAPTCHA such as Text-based CAPTCHA, image-based CAPTCHA etc. [2] , [3] . Text-based CAPTCHA was the primary proposed scheme. They use warping and distraction techniques for preventing bots. It seems difficult for automatic bots to pass but they also appear the same problem to human [4] , [5] . However, this type of CAPTCHA become popular and used until now. Even though it's warping was still a significance drawback. The sample of text-based CAPTCHA is shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, some programmers develop Audio-base and Image-base CAPTCHA. These CAPTCHAs are difficult for generating and evaluation [6] . Moreover, image-base CAPTCHA is need to store in big databases and need more time in generating phase [7] - [9] . The puzzle and MultiModal CAPTCHA [10] , [11] claimed that they overcome language limitations. But we still found that it may use more time in implementation phase and some puzzles harder for the user to solve. Furthermore, all kinds of traditional CAPTCHAs have some problems about communication to user including problem about language or knowledge of the approach.
Pattern is a series of number or figure that arranged by following a rule or rules [12] , [13] and it very simple in Mathematics. Everybody used to solve patterns such as color pattern, shape pattern and number pattern. Patterns are everywhere around us. Therefore, finding and understanding patterns can give us more experiences in solving them. Patterns can help us learn to predict the future, discover new things and understand this world better [14] . In consequence of these reasons, the researcher develops geometric patternbase CAPTCHA and implement in the approach. The result of previous study showed that the Geometric shape Patternbase CAPTCHA can fulfill the gap that is the problem of all CAPTCHA, which is the problem of communication for multinational people. That is because Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA does not require any particular language to communicate. Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA can communicate to everyone by themselves. The correct answer will come out from their observation, analysis and conclusion of pattern relating to pattern series that people acquire. This is the strength of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA to fight against computer bots because they do not have thinking process similar to human. However, in the first presented Geometric shape Patternbase CAPTCHA, the researcher uses only one factor to build Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA. In this study, the researcher adds more factors in Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA to compare the result of usability and effectiveness with the previous factor Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Population and Samples
In this study, methodology refers to the approaching used in the environment of open internet system for everyone who would like to participate. The amount of samples refer to the Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization), or ETDA survey result of amount of Thailand Internet User Profile 2016 were 38,015,725. Then, the sample's size is calculated by TARO YAMANE [15] formula as shown in equation 1.
= (1+ 2 )
(1) where; n = Sample size N = Population size e = excepted error size = 5% So Sample size = 38,015,725/1+38,015,725(0.05) 2 
= 400
The methodology uses JAVA script and PHP on internet platform for development of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA. There are two involved phases in the phase of the Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA webpage: general data and Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA. In the phase of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA, the approach will be analyzed and find the answer of CAPTCHA. Then, they will evaluate themselves. There is no language to explain the relationship of pattern series.
B. Implementations
The Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA in this study are presented in research website. There are 6 Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA showed in Fig. 2 . One factor CAPTCHA is Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA using only shape factor in this CAPTCHA. At the same time, two factor CAPTCHA is Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA using shape and color factors. There are three levels in both One factor CAPTCHA and Two factor CAPTCHA: 1) Level one has one sample of series. 2) Level two has two sample of series and 3) Level three has three sample of series.
The approach will observe and try to comprehend the relation of pattern series. Then, it will choose the correct answer. There is no limit of time to find answers for all of the questions. The researcher will collect data about the amount of time to answer the questions, number of all answers, number of first correct answers, and numbers of wrong answers. And then calculate the Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA performance by percent of success. In the Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA usability show in time to pass the CAPTCHA compare in sex and generation age in second unit. All of data will collected for Statistical Analysis. The result of the study of usability and effectiveness in pattern and pattern-color Geometric Pattern series is shown in 2 tables and 2 figure below: From the table, the result shows in pattern series that the amount of samples effect to percentage of success. If there are more samples in Geometric Pattern series CAPTCHA, percentage of success will be high. Moreover, the same result applies in shape-color pattern series too. This result suggests that Geometric shape Pattern-base series is the principle mathematic about pattern and series that everyone can solve by observing and analyzing how each sample shows relation and conclusion for the answer. The ability to find the correct answer depends on whether series has been seen before. Therefore, if there are more samples, the approach will find the correct answer faster.
This result supports that Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA does not have to communicate to the approach by using any language. Furthermore, in comparison of the type of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA among shape series to shape-color pattern, the result shows percentage of success at 95.83% in shape pattern and 95.64% in shape-color pattern. It can be shown that the approach can understand and succeed to find the correct answer. From the above table, it is shown that the approach spends less time to pass CAPTCHA in both Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA shapes pattern and shapecolor pattern. The duration spent on finding the correct answer from shapes pattern and shape-color pattern are 7.98-10.64 seconds and 6.27-6.16 seconds respectively. In addition, the result also shows the same trend to percentage of success. That is more amount of samples will make the approach spends less time than less amount of samples. After all, the result indicates the strength of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA due to the duration that the approach spends for finding the correct answer. This result indicates that more sample patterns will make the approach gets the hints easily. In queries about the attributes of things, the approach will apply reasons to the answer "What's next?" with a description not a number. Moreover, human will develop "function sense" without simply asking for the next shape in the pattern [12] , [14] . Fig. 3 . Shows the duration to find correct answer in differences sex and amount of samples of shape and shape-color pattern-base CAPTCHA. Fig. 3 shows the amount of time to find the correct answer. Differences for sex, the finding suggests that female spends time to find the correct answer at 8.20-9.29 seconds in shape pattern and 5.57-6.77 seconds in shape-color pattern. At the same time, male spends 5.49-7.44 seconds and 7.97-10.64 seconds in shape pattern and shape-color pattern respectively. Furthermore, differences of the amount of samples, the finding indicates the same result in both shape and shape-color pattern. If there are more amount of samples, the approach will use less time to find the correct answer. The observation point of this figure is that when the approach uses only one factor, it spends more time than using two factors: color and pattern. This result strongly supports the second reason. Sex is not barrier of human's function sense. Two more sample patterns effect on both sex to get hints that can solve the answer of patterns. That is because patterns pervade every parts of human's lives. In addition, through visual and written forms of expressions, all approach will connect language and mathematics to develop skills for thinking clearly, strategically, critically, and creatively [12] .
In Fig. 4 , human generations are divided into four generations: Generation Y, Generation X, Generation Jones, and Baby Boomers I. That is because each generation has faced same environment and experience about education system and technology concept, which may take some effects to internet or website used in this study. The result indicates that Baby Boomers I spends less time to find the correct answer. They spend 4.63-7.38 seconds in shape pattern-base CAPTCH and 3.88-6.72 seconds in shape-color pattern. On the other hand, Generation Jones spends longest time to find the correct. In shape pattern-base CAPTCH, they spend 9.44-10.50 seconds and in colorshape pattern, they spend 4.56-6.72 seconds. This finding confirms that both generations and ages have no effect on time to find the correct answer. It is shown that differences of generation and ages can solve the correct answer of CAPTCHA. However, in older age, giving two factors of Geometric Shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA will make them get more hints. This finding is the interesting point for further study.
IV. CONCLUSION
Everybody learns and sees patterns around them from childhood to adulthood. Therefore, all of us develop function sense and we use this sense in more aspect in our lives. That is making human differentiates from a computer. Human learns to see, observe, and conclude for finding correct answer to choose everything in their lives. The Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA is one kind of CAPTCHA that tries to use natural sense of human, which is more effective than a computer. That is because it can demonstrate simple thinking process that can prove whether the user is a real human [12] , [14] . This strength of Geometric shape Pattern-base CAPTCHA can be new highly efficient and alternative type of CAPTCHA for everyone. In addition, as this CAPTCHA do not require any language to communicate for finding the correct answer, they suggests high percentage of success; and are more effective to multinational people in every sex and human generations. The series sample will communicate to people. Moreover, this CAPTCHA do not require more amount of pattern samples. This study demonstrates that only two or three samples are enough for people to understand and get a hint of series' relationship, which can lead to the correct answer. However, we will test the automated bots ability to break down the challenges in the real world and we will try to vary more factors evaluation, such as shape's color, position of shape in the series, and the combination of both or we may be use the animated shapes as element in the series of pattern in our future work.
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